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Whether you’re just getting started with
public cloud, or are looking to extend your
existing cloud services ecosystem, our
cloud platform lets you buy cloud services
quickly, easily, and at the right price.

We believe that buying cloud should be simpler, with easy to understand metrics
that show your actual consumption alongside intelligent consolidated bills that
enable fool-proof internal cross-charging.
Delivering all the visibility you need to consolidate and control your cloud spend, Bell Integration’s
platform gives you real-time dashboards and analytics that make it easy to monitor and manage your
cloud infrastructure services.
With Bell Integration you will:

• Achieve a more predictable cloud journey – prevent overprovisioning, minimise cloud sprawl,
leverage the right vendor offerings for your needs and streamline your cloud procurement.

• Gain the visibility you need to optimise – and make the most of your cloud investments, even
when consuming services from multiple providers.

• Minimise wastage – and achieve significant savings on compute costs by decommissioning
redundant resources, and matching workloads to requirements.

• Transform your understanding of cloud spend – take advantage of granular reporting that
makes it easy identify who’s using what, monitor departmental usage, and deliver chargebacks to the
business.

Providing full visibility of your cloud workloads,
we enable you to manage cloud spend,
establish governance parameters, and
gain greater control over your organisation’s
cloud use. Making it easier to work smarter in
a multitude of ways and optimise your cloud
resources for maximum benefit.
Cut through cloud complexity with Bell Integration
Our platform delivers real-time clarity and accountability for cloud consumption across the business.
We provide:

Multi-cloud support - Our solution gives you access to a full range of cloud
providers for the efficient purchasing, monitoring and provisioning of services
through a single cloud platform

Cloud management - Take advantage of self-service dashboards and access
to automated provisioning, governance, and management of multiple cloud
providers. Performance and cost saving recommendations are available both
from our consultants or via our platform’s analytics and reporting function.

Centralised billing - Centralise all your cloud provider accounts into a single
consolidated billing platform. As well as helping to reduce cloud sprawl, this
enables you to take full advantage of compute and storage volume tiers.

Fast implementation - Get up and running in under an hour, with no upfront
costs or additional infrastructure spend required.

Delivering all the visibility you need to consolidate,
control and manage your cloud spend

Contact us
From offices in London, Portsmouth, Wokingham, Glasgow, Krakow, Hyderabad and
Singapore, we work with local and global customers across Europe and Asia-Pacific to
streamline every aspect of their IT management strategies to maximise efficiencies
and increase their ROI, year on year.

See how Bell Integration can help your business succeed.
Please contact us on marketing@bell-integration.com or visit
www.bell-integration.com
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